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Legal Case Management Software for Small Firms

Build a healthy conveyancing practice.
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One database to improve client communication

and service. 

Automated conveyancing forms and documents

to increase accuracy. 

Seamless integrated search, 

to improve efficiency.

Mobility to work anywhere, at any-time, 

to increase productivity.

LEAP makes conveyancing work more profitable
LEAP is a case management software solution that provides all the tools required to drive efficiencies in your small 

firm’s conveyancing practice. LEAP’s innovative, cloud-based technology features:

Conveyancing is a competitive market and generating profit is challenging. Are you struggling to profit on conveyancing 

work because it takes so long to accurately create documents and correspondence? If so, it’s time to seriously 

reconsider your workflow and processes.

LEAP can help your firm to to successfully carry out conveyancing work at a profit. It all starts with effective technology 

that minimises human error and allows your staff to work efficiently.

LEAP allows you to:

 n Produce automated conveyancing documents and forms. Including completion statement quickly and 

accurately with up to date legal rates and charges.

 n  Communicate efficiently with all parties involved. Locate matter correspondence in an instant, and create 

automated workflows to inform relevant parties about progress.

 n  Market your conveyancing services through a customised website. In such a competitive market, it is 

essential to sell your service.  A customised website for your firm is included with the LEAP license.

 n  Manage client accounting and billing with ease. All legal and client accounting requirements are integrated 

seamlessly and elegantly with Xero. Whether preparing the completion statement, checking disbursement, or 

handling client money, you need to know that your accounting system will enable you to accurately complete 

all accounting transactions.

 n Remain flexible, critical dates can change. Ensure your software can handle this! Conveyancing revolves 

around critical dates. However, when dates slip, your critical date system must be flexible enough to cope with 

that. A simple system works best because complex, multi-task workflows lead to uncertainty, which is hard to 

manage. Most people primarily want to manage the next critical date.

Do more work with the same number of people.

More than 12,000 small law firms use LEAP software

to help their clients.
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Integrated Searching
Seamless integration with InfoTrack enables you to order all searches  

directly from each electronic matter. Use LEAP to:

 }  Order searches, SDLT Submissions and AP1 Transfers directly from your matter.

 } Obtain and distribute search information to clients in a matter of minutes.

 } Have search results returned directly to the matter, with costs consolidated  

in a single invoice that has easy reconciliation tools.

 } Compatible searches include:

• Land Registry searches 

• Companies House searches

• Property searches 

• Anti-money laundering searches.

Work anywhere with LEAP Mobile
Work on-the-go with these handy features: 

 } Access your conveyancing matters instantly, inclusive of all case 

documents and correspondence.

 } Call clients directly from the contacts section of the matter.

 } Email directly from the matter.

 } Make comments in files.

 } Convert documents to PDFs before emailing.

 } Record and edit time entries.

 } View critical dates and tasks.

 } Access accounting and client money.

 } Contact staff quickly.

Enjoy the following benefits of mobile case 

management:

 } Maintain an accurate time-record of all your out-of-office work.

 } Enjoy seamless synchronisation of your matters across mobile 

and desktop devices.

 } Impress clients with the speed and quality of service you offer. 
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Access client and matter information on the move, via your smartphone or laptop.

Work online or offline. You no longer require an internet connection to access your conveyancing matters in 

LEAP.

Eliminate the cost of running a server. You don’t require a server when you install LEAP, so IT management 

and hardware requirements are reduced.

Your team no longer needs to work from a single location. Discover opportunities to grow your 

conveyancing team across multiple locations.

Never worry about back-ups, upgrades or content updates. Automatic data synchronisation is performed 

every time you connect to the Internet.

Enjoy peace of mind knowing that your matter is stored on a secure server.

0843 713 0135
sales@leap.co.uk

www.leap.co.uk

Make conveyancing profitable for your firm

Book a free demonstration of LEAP to learn how features like the ones above can 

make conveyancing more profitable for your firm. 

Benefits of Cloud Technology
You’re not chained to a desk when you use LEAP’s cloud-based case 

management system.


